





























Soybean! (Glycine( max)( is! the! most! important! oilseed! source! and! one! of! the! most! important! crops!
worldwide.! In! 2014,! 249! million! metric! tons! were! produced! across! the! world.! Even! though! the!
worldwide!production! is! increasing!every!year,!scientists,! farmers!and!companies!are!still!struggling!to!
match! production! increases,! to! increase! in! world! population! growth.! The! challenge! is! not! simply! to!
produce!more,!but!also!to!produce!more!on!the!same!area!of!land.!A!main!limit!to!increasing!crop!yields!
is! the! variety! of! diseases,! mainly! bacterial! and! fungal.! It! is! estimated! that! around! 15%! of! the! crop!
production!every!year!is!lost!due!to!biological!threats.!Understanding!how!soybean!responds!in!defense!
to! pathogens! at! a! molecular! level! would! help! produce! innovated! seeds! and! plants! that! can! better!
withstand! biological! attacks.! This! research! was! designed! to! characterize! a! soybean! gene! family! that!
responds!to!multiple!pathogens!within!a!few!hours!of!infection,!the!PRH10!gene!family.!We!identified!six!
members! of! the! PRH10! gene! family! based! on! expression! patterns! from! inHhouse! microarray! studies.!
GeneHspecific!PCR!primers!were!designed!to!clone!fullHlength!cDNA!of!selected!PRH10!genes.!The!cDNA!
were! sequence! verified! and! transferred! into! an! Agrobacterium! overexpression! vector,! expression!
controlled!by!the!CaMV35S!constitutive!promoter.!Four!PRH10!family!members!were!transformed! into!
Arabidopsis(thaliana,!and!alterations!in!defense!responses!were!monitored!in!the!PRH10!transformants.!
Two! RNAi! constructs! were!made! for! future! transformation! into! soybean,! to! silence! these! genes! and!
ascertain!their!function!in!soybean!defense.!Additionally,!the!response!of!a!PRH10!promoter!was!assayed!
by! studying!GFP!expression! controlled!by! a!PRH10!promoter! versus! the! constitutive!promoter!GmUbi.!
These!research!results!increase!our!understanding!of!PRH10!function!and!verify!the!effectiveness!of!PRH
10! in! defense! response! to! pathogen! infection,! which! could! potentially! lead! to! the! development! of!
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Soybean! (Glycine( max)( is! the! most! important! oilseed! source! and! one! of! the! most! important! crops!
worldwide.! ! It! is! the! most! important! legume! and! ranks! fourth! in! terms! of! global! crop! production,!
together!with! rice,!wheat! and!maize.! Because! of! the! high! oil! and! protein! content,! soybean! is!mainly!
used!as!a!major! ingredient! for! livestock! feed.!Even! though!only!a! smaller!percentage! is!used! to!make!
processed!food!for!human!consumption,!many!countries!in!the!world!still!depend!on!soybean!as!a!key!
source! of! dietary! protein.! Soybean! is! being! used! to! produce! soymilk,! soy! flour,! tofu,! soy! protein! and!
many!others! food!products.! ! It! is!mainly! consumed! in!Asia,!where! the! local! consumption!exceeds! the!
production.! Soybean! is! well! known! for! its! health! benefits,! such! as! a! good! source! of! vitamin! B,!
manganese,!copper,!phosphorus,!molybdenum,!and!omega!3Hfatty!acids.!It!has!been!shown!that!a!daily!
intake! of! processed! soybean! products! can! help! decrease! several! chronic! diseases! like! cardiovascular!
diseases,!as! it! lowers!LDL!cholesterol.!A! third!major!use!of! soybean! is!not! food! related,!but! instead! is!
industrial.!Soybeans!oils! can!be!used! to!manufacturer! soaps,!plastics,! cosmetics,! inks,! resins,! solvents,!
and!crayons,!among!other!products.!Soybean!oil! is!the!primary!source!of!biodiesel! in!the!U.S.! In!2014,!
and!249!million!metric!tons!were!produced!across!the!world.!Even!though!the!worldwide!production!is!




usually! threatened! by! a! variety! of! diseases! such! as! bacterial! and! fungal! diseases.! It! is! estimated! that!
around! 15%! of! the! crop! production! every! year! is! lost! due! to! biological! attacks.! Given! the! current!
changes!in!global!weather!patterns,!as!higher!latitudes!warm,!the!impact!of!such!diseases!has!increased!
in! such! a!way! in! the! past! few! years! that! attention!has! to! be! paid! in! order! to!minimize! and!decrease!
effects! on! yield,! particularly! in! crops! like! soybean! which! constitute! a! major! part! of! the! global! diet.!
Understanding!how!soybean!responds!in!defense!to!pathogens!at!a!molecular!level!would!help!produce!






into!Agrobacterium( tumefaciens! overexpression! vectors! for! transformation! into!Arabidopsis( thaliana.!
RNAi! constructs! to! PRH10s! were! also! made! for! future! transformation! into! soybean.! The! transgenic!
Arabidopsis! plants! were! then! assayed! for! altered! responses! to! pathogens;! the! bacterial! pathogen!
















9,000!years!ago.!However,! there! is!a!second!hypothesis!which!suggests! that!G.(max(derives! from!a!G.(
soja/G.(max!complex!around!270,000!years!ago.!So!far!there!is!no!conclusive!evidence!to!prove!either!
hypothesis!(Kim!et!al.,!2010).!Moreover,!domestication!most!likely!did!not!occur!in!only!one!place,!but!
instead! in! three.! According! to! recent! archeological! evidence,! soybean! domestication! occurred! in! the!
Eastern!Yellow!River!basin!in!North!China,!South!Korea,!and!Japan!(Gyoung!et!al.,!2011).!The!first!reports!
of!soybean!export!came!out!of!China!in!1908,!when!G.(max!was!exported!from!the!city!of!Manchuria!to!
the!western!hemisphere;! initially! to!England!and! later! to! the!United!States.!By! the!1930’s! the!United!
States! became! a! major! soybean! producer.! Afterwards,! in! the! 1970’s,! South! America! also! became! a!
major!producer,!led!by!Brazil.!Nowadays,!the!United!States,!Brazil!and!Argentina!are!the!top!worldwide!













The! first! sign! is! the! visible! evidence;! some! of! them! are! typical! of! a! disease! and! other! symptoms! are!
shared!among!diseases.!To!efficiently!manage!the!disease!the!best!way!is!to!adopt!longHterm!production!
strategies.! Some!of! the!more! common!diseases!of! soybean! caused!by!bacteria!or! fungi! are!discussed!
below.!
Bacterial! blight! (caused!by!Pseudomonas( syringae( pv.( glycinea):( ! Bacterial! blight!was! first! reported! in!
1902! as! a! pathogen!of! lilac.! It!was! rapidly! found! to!be! a! disease!of!many!plants,! including! important!
crops! like! soybean.! Each! P.( syringae! strain! is! fairly! host! specific,! and! therefore! the! pathover!
nomenclature!system!has!been!adopted!to!indicate!the!host!plant!from!where!the!strain!was!originally!
isolated.! Early! symptoms! of! bacterial! blight! are! waterHsoaked! leaf! spots,! followed! by! chlorosis,! and!
finally! necrotic! lesions! surrounded!with! yellow!halos.! This! bacterial! pathogen! enters! through! the! leaf!
stomata!or!plant!wounds,!and!once!in!the!apoplast!continues!to!replicate!and!damage!host!cells!as!the!
bacteria! consume! host! resources! and! counterbalance! host! defenses.! ! P.( syringae( pv.! tomato! strain!
DC3000,!which!not!only!infects!tomato!but!also!A.(thaliana,(has!been!used!extensively!with!Arabidopsis!




host! cytoplasm! from!outside! the!plant!wall,! until! host! cells! succumb! to! infection! and!eventually! lyse.!
This!unusual!ability,! compared! to!animal! strains,!makes! it! the!key! to! the!pathogenicity.! In! susceptible!
hosts!it!elicits!foliar!chlorotic!and!necrotic!spots.!On!immune!hosts,!the!plant!recognizes!one!or!more!of!
the! pathogenHreleased! effector! proteins! to! trigger! the! hypersensitive! response! (HR)! defense,! leading!
usually!to!microscopic!lesions!and!a!halt!to!pathogen!multiplication.!HR!often!occurs!within!24!hours!of!
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infection,! while! in! susceptible! host! plants! the! symptoms! are! usually! not! observed! until! about! 48H72!
hours! post! infection.! ! For! both! these! types! of! interactions,! one! can! see! the! expression! of! numerous!
bacterial!genes!such!as:!hrc! (HR!and!conserved),!hrp! (HR!and!pathogenicity),!avirulence((avr)(and!HrpH
dependent!outer!protein!(hop)!genes.!Hrc!and!hrp(genes!encode!the!Type!III!secretion!system,!and!avr!




to! plant! resistant! varieties,! use! tillage! to! promote! the! decay! of! infected! plant! residues,! and! plant!
pathogenHfree!seed.!!
White!mold!or!Sclerotinia!stem!rot!(Sclerotinia(sclerotiorum):!!S.(sclerotiorum!is!ubiquitous!in!temperate!
arable! lands!around! the!globe!and! infects!nearly! all! dicotyledonous! crops!of! the!world,!often! causing!
major!economic!damage!to!sunflower,!canola,!common!bean!and!soybean.!The!severity!of!white!mold!
disease!is!highly!dependent!upon!the!environment!as!the!pathogen!needs!near!100%!humidity!and!cool!
temperatures!(below!30ºC)!for! ideal! infection!conditions.!Therefore,!severe!disease! incidences!tend!to!
be!sporadic!and!regional.!But!when!it!hits,!entire!fields!can!be!destroyed.!Being!a!necrotrophic!fungus,!it!
needs! to! start! infection! on! dead! or! dying! tissue;! for! soybean! the! initial! tissue! to! be! infected! are! the!
dead/dying! floral! tissues.!The!name!comes! from!the!hard,!black,!melanized! sclerotia!produced!by! the!
fungus.!These!peppercornHsize!particles!serve!as!overwintering!structures,!as!they!can!survive!for!years!
in!the!soil.!The!disease!cycle!starts!when!the!environmental!conditions!are!correct!causing!the!sclerotia!
to! produce! apothecia! that! shoot! ascospores! into! the! air.! If! the! ascospores! land! on! senescing! flowers!
they!will!germinate!and!infect,!completely!rotting!the!flower.!If!these!infected!flowers!are!resting!on!a!
soybean! leaf,! and! the! temperature! is!below!30°C!and! relative!humidity! is!near!100%,! then! the! fungal!
myclelia!will! release!oxalic!acid! that!will!weaken!or!kill! the!underlying!host! tissue,!and!the! fungus!will!
infect!using!specialized! infection! ‘compound!appressoria’! (Li!et!al.,!2012)!that!resemble!a!collection!of!
short,!branching!myclelia,!and!invade!the!host.!As!long!as!the!weather!remains!cool!and!wet,!the!disease!
will! progress,! eventually! colonizing! and! killing! the! entire! plant.! Because! soybean! does! not! have! good!
resistance!to!S.(sclerotiorum,!substantial!loses!(up!to!100%)!in!isolated!areas!can!occur!(Arumuganathan!
and!Earle,!1991).!After!substantial!growth!and!nutrition!becomes!limiting,!this!fungus!will!produce!the!
sclerotia,! that! can! survive! for! years! in! soil,! awaiting! the! next! ideal! time! to! germinate! and! start! the!
disease!cycle!over!again.!Even!though!many!quantitative!trait!loci!(QTLs)!that!control!partial!resistance!




economically! advantageous.! Crop! rotation! with! monocots! and! deep! tillage! can! also! reduce! the! field!
inoculum.! New! approaches! with! genetic! engineering,! such! as! introduction! of! enzymes! that! degrade!
oxalic!acid,!have!the!potential!to!give!higher!resistance!in!the!future!!
The!following!diseases!will!only!be!mentioned!briefly!as!they!are!not!part!of!this!thesis!research.!Brown!
spot! (Septoria( glycines):! Minute! spots! appear! and! expand! into! large! and! brown! ones.! The! disease!
expands! from! lower! to!upper! leaves.! This! can!be!prevented!with! tillage,! crop! rotation!and! the!use!of!
diseaseHfree!seeds.!!
Frogeye! leaf! spot! (Cercospora( sojina):! ! Leave! surface! is! covered! with! small! spots! with! darkHbrown!
margin.! In! humid! weather! light! gray! to! white! spores! are! produced.! Tillage! and! crop! rotation! helps!
prevent!it.!


















The! interaction!between!plants! and!microbes!has!been!estimated! to!have! started!around!460!million!
years! ago,! ever! since! plants! evolved.! PlantHmicrobe! interactions! are! of! increasing! importance! for!
agronomists,! both! for! the! beneficial! aspects! (such! as! in! nitrogen! fixing! bacteria)! as! well! as! negative!
aspects!(pathogens).!The!increase!of!knowledge!in!this!area!has!been!exponential!in!recent!years!as!they!
affect!classical!areas!such!breeding!and!plant!physiology,!causing!a!great!impact!on!our!understanding.!
Because!nitrogen! is! a! limiting!element! it! is! critical! for!plant!development! and!growth.! !Nitrogen! is! an!
essential! component! of! chlorophyll,! and! is! the! key! building! block! for! amino! acids,! therefore! being!
essential! for! plant! life.( Bacteria! in! the( Rhizobiaceas( family! carry! out! biological! nitrogen! fixation.! Its!
importance!is!notorious!not!only!from!the!costHeffectiveness!point!of!view,!but!also!from!the!ecological!
perspective! as! these! bacteria! constitute! a! natural! strategy! for! developing! sustainable! agricultural!
strategies!compared!to!the!use!of!chemical!fertilizers.!!Initially,!nitrogen!fixation!occurs!because!of!the!





of! this!symbiosis! interaction!between!plant!and!bacteria.!However! this!analysis! is!being!challenged!by!
large! amounts! of! data! which! requires! efficient! and! coherent! interpretation! using! on! computational!
modeling!of!genomic!data.!!(Resendis!et!al.,!2011) 
Even! though! the! interaction! of! Rhizobiaceas! is! beneficial! to! plants,! many! microbes! form! a! negative!
association!with!plants.!Many!microbes!are!considered!economic!pathogens!because!they!infect!plants,!
removing! nutrients! to! support! their! own! population! growth,! resulted! in! limitation! of! global! food!
supplies.! !There!are!many!agents! that!can!cause!disease! in!plants,! such!as! fungi,!oomycote,!protozoa,!
bacteria,! viruses,! phytoplasmas! and! spiroplasmas( (Dickinson,! 2000).(When! pathogens! attack! a! plant,!
plants! defend! themselves!with! both! active! and! passive! defense!mechanism.! Passive! defense! are! preH
existing! mechanism! that! include! strategically! positioned! reservoirs! of! antimicrobial! compounds! and!










can! be! found! expressed! in! the! host! plant,! induced! by! the! pathogenHderived! effectors! (proteins)! or!
elicitors!(chemicals/molecules).!!
Important! components! of! the! plant! defense! system! are! the! resistance! (R)! genes.! The! plant! R! gene!
products!play!an!important!role!by!recognizing!pathogens!via!direct!or!indirect!interaction!of!pathogen!
effector! proteins.! RHgene! recognition! leads! to! rapid,! robust! activation! of! defenses,! called! the!
hypersensitive! response! (HR),! a!mechanism! that! protects! plants! from!many! pathogens.! If! recognition!
occurs,!pathologists!have!named!those!specific!RHgene!recognized!effector!proteins!as!‘avirulence’!(avr)!
factors,! as! their! presence! in! the! pathogen! renders! that! pathogen! avirulent.! When! effectors! are! not!
recognized!by! the!host,! then!effectors! are!often! called! ‘virulence’! (vir)! factors! as! these!proteins! have!
often!been!found!to!enhance!virulence!for!the!pathogen.!The!recognition!between!an!avr!and!R!protein!
is! termed!an! incompatible! reaction,! as! the!HR! triggers! a!multitude!of! toxic! and!metabolic!disruptions!
that!lead!to!cell!death!at!the!point!of!infection,!preventing!the!pathogen!from!spreading!to!the!rest!of!
the!plant.!As!in!many!plants,!R!genes!in!soybean!are!found!in!clusters,!mostly!on!chromosomes!2,!7,!8!
and! 9.! Clustering! is! hypothesized! to! aid! in! rapid!de( novo! generation! of! R! genes! as! the! abundance! of!
duplicated!DNA! sequences!will! enhance! recombination,! rearrangements,! and!deletions,! corroborating!
the! theory! that! genetic! duplication!mechanism! is! responsible! for! diversification! and! evolution! of! this!
gene!superfamily!(WanderleyHNogueira!et!al.,!2012).!
In! general,! the! genes! that! are! activated! in! plants,! whether! resistant! or! susceptible,! in! response! to!
pathogens! tend! to!be! the! same,! and! to!be!expressed! in! the! same!direction! (increased!or!decreased).!
What! seems! to! make! the! difference! between! successful! or! failed! infection! is! often! the! timing! and!
robustness!of!the!activation!of!these!defenses!(Zou!et!al.,!2005;!Tao!et!al.,!2003).!More!resistant!plants!
tend! to! hasten! the! activation! of! these! defenses,! but! the! global! gene! expression! pattern! between!
resistance!and!susceptible!is!often!very!similar,!including!in!soybean!(Zou!et!al.,!2005;!Calla!et!al.,!2014).!
One! class! of! genes! that! is! fairly! specifically! expressed! during! defense! reactions! is! the! PR! genes.! PR!
! 8!
proteins!are!produce! in! response!of!biotic!attack! from!fungi,!bacteria!or!viruses,!and!tend!to!be! fairly!
specific!to!plants.!!PR!proteins!are!not!only!associated!to!plant!defense,!but!some!apparently!also!play!
important! roles! during! development! given! their! consistent! localization! in! vacuolar! compartment! and!
apoplast!and!their!differential! induction!by!exogenous!and!endogenous!compounds.! (Upadhyay!et!al.,!
2014).!
PR!proteins!were! first! associated!with! tobacco!mosaic! virus! (TMV)! infection!of! tobacco!plants.! It!was!
later! discovered! that! PR! proteins! include! hydrolytic! enzymes! and! defensins,! which! specifically! act! by!
hydrolyzing!the!pathogen!cell!walls!and!disrupting!the!membrane!as!well.!So!far!there!are!17!classes!of!
PR!proteins!recognized!in!plants!(Fernandez!et!al.,!2012).!Overexpression!of!a!single!individual!PR!gene!
might!not!be!better! than! the!coordinated!expression!of!a! set!of!PRs.!Not!all!PRs!genes!are!expressed!
during!pathogenesis!attack,!the!expression!can!depend!on!the!type!of!pathogen!attacking!the!plant.!For!
instance,! in!A.( thaliana! it! has! been! shown! that! PRH1,! PRH2! and! PRH5! are! expressed!more! strongly! in!
respond!to!biotrophic!pathogens!and!are!induced!by!salicylic!acid!(Spoeland!and!Dong,!2012).!Most!PR!
proteins! are! known! to! have! antifungal! activities,! but! still! their! molecular! mechanisms! are! not! well!




proteins! are! not! always! pathogenHspecific,! but!may! also! be! expressed! during! abiotic! stresses! such! as!
cold,! light! and! osmotic! changes,! pollen! maturation,! leaf! senescence! and! development.! This! would!




The! PR! protein! PRH10! is! the! focus! of! this!Master’s! thesis.! The! PRH10! protein! family! consists! of! acidic!
proteins!with! a!molecular! weight! of! approximately! 17! kDa.! Some!members! of! this! family! have! been!
found!in!different!angiosperms!like!pea,!bean,!parsley,!potato,!and!soybean,!as!well!as!in!monocots!like!







the!population.! !Bet!v!1! is!a!part!of!the!pollen!granules!and!triggers! IgE!binding!in!95%!of!the!cases! in!
allergic!patients!(Breiteneder!et!al.,!1989).!It!was!found!that!Bet!v!1!has!RNAse!activity!(Albrecht!et!al.,!
1996).!The!complete!amino!acid!sequence!of!Bet!v!1!was!first!reported!in!1989,!and!was!found!the!high!






high! in! senescent! leaves.! At! that! time! it! was! also! found! that! SAM22! expression! is! induced! in! young!
leaves!when!exposed!to!various!environmental!stresses,!such!as!wounding.!This! information,!all! taken!
together,!had!at! that! time!suggested! that!SAM22!genes!are! induced!not!only!by!various! stresses,!but!
also!by!developmental!signals.!As!PRH10’s!became!defined,!it!became!clear!that!SAM22’s!should!also!be!
classified! as! PRH10s! based! on! high! sequence! similarity.! It! is! indeed! interesting! the! finding! that!




Regarding! PRH10’s! ribonuclease! activity,! apparently! its! function! derives! from! a! conserved! CHterminal!
alpha! helix! playing! an! important! role! during! ribonucleic! acid! degradation,! and! this! function! has! been!
conserved!during!evolution.!RNase!activity!in!plants!is!altered!in!order!to!regulate!gene!expression!when!
exposed!to!external!stimuli!such!as!pathogen!attack.!It!was!found!in!cotton!that!once!the!plant!interacts!
with! the! pathogen,! PRH10! degrade! RNAs! in! order! to! contribute! to! the! hypersensitive! reaction.!
Furthermore,!PRH10!proteins!may!selectively!degrade!mRNAs!during!biotic! stress,! in!order! to!help! the!
plant!return!to!its!normal!physiological!level.!This!ribonuclease!activity!was!also!demonstrated!in!1996!in!
the!birch!pollen!allergen!Bet! v!1! (Zhou!et!al.,! 2002).! It!has!also!been!demonstrated! that!PRH10! in!hot!
pepper! needs! to! be! phosphorylated! in! order! to! have! an! increased! ribonucleolytic! activity! to! cleave!







the! localization! of! the! PRH10/LRR1! complex! to! the! apoplast! may! be! a! consequence! of! cellHwall!
degradation,! rather! than! a! cause! for! cell! death.! Moreover,! LRR1! also! phosphorylates! PRH10! and!
promotes! its! ribonuclease!activity,!enhancing! the!cellHdeath! signaling.!The! importance!of!PRH10! in! the!
HR!was!supported!by!silencing!PRH10!via!the!virus!induce!gene!silencing!technique.!Pepper!plants!were!
first! silenced! for! PRH10! and! then! PRH10/LRR1,! and! afterwards! infected! with! an! avirulent! strain! of!
Xanthomonas! campestri( pv.! vesicatoria.! In! the! PRH10! silenced! plants! it! was! observed! a! significantly!
greater! inhibition! of! electrolyte! leakage,! lower! accumulation! levels! of! H2O2,! and! downregulation! of!
defense!response!genes! like!PRH1,!Defensin1! (DEF1),!SYSTEMIC(ACQUIRED(RESISTANCE8.2( (SAR82)!and!
PEROXIDASE2( (PO2).! All! these! data! together! supports! the! fact! that! PRH10! is! required! for! defense!
response!and!HR,! including!ROS!burst,!salicylic!acid!accumulation,!and!defenseHrelated!gene!induction.!
Moreover,! the!over!expression!of!PR10/LRR1! in! transgenics!A.( thaliana! lines! infected!with!P.( syringae!





the!subsequent!transgenic!plants.!Even!though!A.(thaliana! is!not!economically! important!as!a!crop,! its!
basic!plant!biochemistry! is!highly! conserved!among!other!plants,! giving! this!plant!a! lot!of! importance!
from!the!genetic,!physiological!and!biochemical!point!of!view.!A.(thaliana!is!convenient!to!study,!given!
that!it!only!needs!water,!air,!light!and!few!minerals!to!grow,!and!its!life!cycle!is!fast.!Moreover,!the!Floral!
Dip! method! (Clough! and! Bent,! 1998)! a! technique! that! delivers! Agrobacterium! to! the! interior! of! the!
developing!gynoecium!prior!to!locule!closure!for!efficient!transformation!(Desfeux!et!al.,!2000),!provides!
an!easy,! robust!and!efficient!way!of! transforming!A.( thaliana.!Additionally,! it! selfHpollinates,! is!easy! to!
crossHpollinate,! grows!well! under! artificial! lighting! and!one!plant! can! produce! thousands! of! offspring.!
These!features!makes!it!easier!and!quicker!to!make!hypothesis!and!draw!conclusions!in!A.(thaliana,!that!




Important! aspects! of! gene! regulation! are! promoters,! and! little! is! known! so! far! about! soybean!
promoters.!In!this!study!GmPath21,!a!PRH10!promoter,!was!studied.!For!the!purpose!of!the!research,!the!
green!fluorescent!protein!(GFP)!was!used!as!a!reporter!of!the!promoter!activity.!GFP!is!a!small!protein!of!
238! aminoacids! and! it! is! naturally! found! in! jellyfish! Aequorea( victoria.! Because! of! its! property! of!
exhibiting!bright! green! fluorescence! to! light! in! the!blue! to!ultraviolet! range,! it! is! used! as! a!molecular!
marker!inside!living!organisms!as!it!can!be!dynamically!imaged.!
A!GFP!gene!was!cloned!into!a!pCambia!plasmid,!regulated!by!a!PRH10!promoter,!GmPath21.!As!a!control,!
a! second! construct!was!built! but!with! a! constitute! soybean!promoter,!GmUbi.! ! Even! though! soybean!
transformation!was!first!reported!in!1988!(Hinchee!et!al.,!1988),!it!is!still!an!inefficient!method,!making!it!





degradation.! These! are! small! interfering! (si)! RNA! that! initiate! the! silencing! when! binding! the! mRNA!
target! and! cleaving! it.! On! the! other! hand,! endogenous!miRNAs! do! not! only! degrade!mRNA! but! also!
inhibit!mRNA!translation.!Moreover,! there! is!a! third!mechanism!for!endogenous!miRNAs!that! involves!
silencing!of!heterochromatin!but!it!is!still!not!well!understood.!!
DoubleHstranded! RNA! (dsRNA)! molecules,! like! the! ones! constructed! in! this! work,! initiate! RNAi! by!
converting! long! dsRNA! into! smaller! 21H23Hnt! siRNAi! by! the! enzyme! Dicer,! which! is! an! RNAse! IIIHtype!
enzyme.! This! step! creates! RNAs! with! a! phosphate! group! at! 5’! ends! and! 2Hnt! overhangs! at! 3’.! Even!
though!postHDicer!cleaved!products! (siRNAs)!can!be! introduced!exogenously! into!cells! to! induce!RNAi,!













pathogens! cause! diseases! which! decrease! crop! yields! resulting! in! large! economic! loses! and,! more!
important,! threatening!global! food! security.! Therefore,! it! is! of! great! importance! to!better!understand!
the! mechanistic! of! the! plantHpathogen! interaction! and! to! use! this! knowledge! to! make! crops! more!
resistant! and! improve! crop! management.! Pathogenesis! related! genes! encode! proteins! produced! by!
plants! in! the!event!of!pathogen!attack.!They!act!against! viruses,! fungi!or!bacteria!and!are!part!of! the!
active!defense!of!the!plant.!It!is!known!that!PRH10!genes!are!induced!by!microbial!attack,!fungal!elicitors!




















factors,! including! pathogens.! Plants! can! withstand! invasion! of! pathogens! with! both! preformed! and!
inducible! mechanisms.! To! assist! producers! in! ensuring! that! defenses! to! restrict! pathogens! from!
spreading! and! developing,! it! would! be! beneficial! to! understand! which! genes! are! responsible! for!
producing! the!most!effective!defenseHrelated!proteins.!Previous! research!was! found! that!PRH10!genes!
are! strongly! induced! in! response! to!Pseudomonas( syringae! infection! (Zhou! et! al.,! 2002)! as!well! as! in!
response!to!Sclerotinia(sclerotiorum((Calla!et!al.,!2014.)!and!Fusarium(virguliforme!(Radwan!et!al.,!2012).!!
The!PRH10!protein!family!consists!of!proteins!that!are!acidic,!with!molecular!weights!of!approximately!17!




pollenHassociated! allergen! from! birch! (Betula( alba),! known! as! Bet! v! 1,! which! causes! type! I! allergic!










the! leucineHrich! repeat!1! (LRR1)!protein! ,! to!assist! in! recognition!of!pathogen!attack!and!activation!of!
defense!genes.!In!pepper,!the!PR10/LRR1!complex!is!excreted!from!the!cytoplasm!to!the!apoplast.!The!




promotes! its! ribonuclease!activity,!enhancing! the!cellHdeath! signaling.!The! importance!of!PRH10! in! the!
HR!was!supported!by!silencing!PRH10!via!the!virus!induce!gene!silencing!technique.!Pepper!plants!were!
first! silenced! for! PRH10! and! then! PRH10/LRR1,! and! afterwards! infected! with! an! avirulent! strain! of!
Xanthomonas! campestri( pv.! vesicatoria.! In! the! PRH10! silenced! plants! it! was! observed! a! significantly!
greater! inhibition! of! electrolyte! leakage,! lower! accumulation! levels! of! H2O2,! and! downregulation! of!
defense!response!genes! like!PRH1,!Defensin1! (DEF1),!SYSTEMIC(ACQUIRED(RESISTANCE8.2( (SAR82)!and!
PEROXIDASE2( (PO2).! All! these! data! together! supports! the! fact! that! PRH10! is! required! for! defense!
response!and!HR,! including!ROS!burst,!salicylic!acid!accumulation,!and!defenseHrelated!gene!induction.!
Moreover,! the!overexpression!of! PR10/LRR1! in! transgenics!Arabidopsis( thaliana! lines! infected!with!P.(
syringae! showed!a! reduction!of! necrotic! disease! symptoms! in! leaves,! and!a! less! significant! growth!of!
both!P.( syringae,(with! or!without! avrRPM1.! In! these! leaves! it!was! also! observed! an! increase! of! H2O2!
compared!to!the!wild!type!(Choi!et!al.,!2012).!
To! have! a! better! understanding! of! the! role! of! individual! PRH10! genes! in! defense,!we! cloned! cDNA! to!
obtain!the!coding!sequence!minus!introns!corresponding!to!the!candidate!PRH10!genes.!Candidate!genes!
were! cloned! into! an! Agrobacterium! transformation! vector,! expressed! by! a! constitutive! CaMV! 35S!
promoter!and!transformed!into!Arabidopsis(thaliana.!Transgenic! lines!were!then!exposed!to!pathogen!
attack!to!assess!the!function!of!the!individual!PRH10!candidate!genes.!To!observe!expression!from!a!PRH
10!promoter,! the!promoter! from!one!PRH10!gene!was! cloned! in! front!of! the!gfp! gene!and!expression!
analyses!were!conducted!in!Arabidopsis,!showing!pathogenHinduced!expression.!!
To!facilitate!future!functional!studies!of!PRH10s!in!soybean,!a!region!of!homology!between!putative!PRH
10! genes! was! cloned! and! used! to!make! an! RNAi! construct! with! the! goal! of! silencing!multiple! PRH10!
paralogs!to!test!the!role!of!PRH10!in!soybean!defense!to!pathogens!and!pests.!A!Gateway!cloning!vector!
(from!Chris!Taylor,!The!Ohio!State!University)!was!used!for!this!purpose.!A!vector!containing!a!sense!and!
antisense! insert! was! constructed! such! that! the! resulting! RNA!molecule! would! form! a! 150! bp! dsRNA!
hairpin! that! should! trigger!RNAi!against!PRH10!genes,!producing!small! interfering! (si)!RNA!that! initiate!
the! silencing!when! binding! the!mRNA! target! and! triggering! its! cleavage.! Furthermore,! a! second!RNAi!








To! search! for! pathogenHinducible! genes! in! soybean,! we! used! our! inHhouse! database,! Soybean! Gene!
Expression!Database!(SGED),!to!search!for!genes!that!have!the!key!term!SAM22!or!PRH10.!!
The! Soybean! Gene! Expression! Database! (SGED:! http://sged.cropsci.illinois.edu/)! is! an! inHhouse! gene!
information!database! that! contains! information!of! soybean!microarrays! (cDNA,! oligo,!Affymetrix)! and!
RNAHseq!experiments.!




Figure!1!depicts!a!heat!map!where!expression! ranges! from!yellow! to!blue.!Yellow!color! indicates! log2!
ratios!above!zero,!and!blue!color!below!zero;!colors!were!more!intense!as!they!increased!their!distance!
from!zero.!In!this!research!we!focused!on!candidates!genes!that!showed!over!expression!in!response!to!









Gene!#1! Glyma07g37240.2! Glyma.07G243500.2! Chr07:42331425..42332476!reverse! 628!
Gene!#2! Glyma17g03340.1! Glyma.17G030100.1! Chr17:2210399..2211606!reverse! 729!
Gene!#3! Glyma07g37270.1! Glyma.07G243600.1! Chr07:42336266..42345196!
forward!
660!
Gene!#4! Glyma17g03350.1! Glyma.17G030200.1! Chr17:2215796..2216870!reverse! 688!
Gene!#5! Glyma09g04520.1! Glyma.09G040500.1! Chr09:3370431..3371819!forward! 951!












































GelHHeavy! TM! (Brinkmann! Instruments,! Inc.,! Westbury,! NY,! USA).! ! Afterwards,! potential! DNA!
contamination! was! removed! using! DNase! I! (Ambion).! cDNA! was! synthesized! using! SuperScript! III!
(Invitrogen)!and!was!used!as!a!template!to!obtain!clones!of!the!six!candidate!genes!(Neece,!2013).!!!!
To!amplify!the!candidate!genes,!conventional!PCR!was!performed!using!the!following!program:!





1!cycle! Extension! 68ºC! 5!minutes!
!
The! primers! for! the! candidate! genes! were! designed! using! Primer! 3! software!
(http://biotools.umassmed.edu/bioapps/primer3_www.cgi)! (See! Table! 1).! Once! amplified! candidate!
cDNA!were!cloned,!the!PCR!products!were!purified!using!Quiaquick!PCR!clean!up!(Quiagen!#28106),!and!
ligated!into!pBINHT.!!



















direction! it! would! not! yield! a! PCR! product.! Afterwards,! in! order! to! check! the! full! sequence,! the! PCR!
product!was!purified!and!sequenced!(See!Fig.!4).Once!the!right!colony!with!the!proper!orientation!was!
chosen,!its!plasmid!was!extracted!and!used!to!transform!Agrobacterium(tumefaciens!(See!Fig.!5).!











the!pathogenesis! related!candidate!genes.!Third!generation! (T3)! seeds!were!used! to!conduct!diseases!






In!order! to! characterize! the! resistance! response!of! the! four! candidate!genes,! the!different! lines!were!




order! to! get! consistent! results.! The! inoculations! (overnight! culture! used! to! make! suspension! of!




For!Sclerotinia( sclerotiorum,( five! leaves!were( taken! from!each!plant! (four! lines!and!control)! and!were!
inoculated!with!Sclerotinia(sclerotiorum(after!one!day!of!growing!the!fungus!at!28ºC! in!DifcoTM!potato!
dextrose!agar!plates.!Leaves!were!incubated!at!room!temperature!in!humid!Petri!dishes!for!3!days!with!
a! 3! mm! plug! of! the! agar! inoculated! with! Sclerotinia( sclerotiorum.! In! order! to! evaluate! the! damage,!









With! the! Gateway! cloning! system,! one! fragment! was! targeted! for! PCR! cloning! as! its! sequence! was!
conserved! among! the! six! candidate! PRH10! genes! (from! 271! to! 438! bp! in! the! consensus! identity!







intron!and! the!FMV!promoter.! These!allowed! to! later! verifying! the! correct! insertion!of! the! sense!and!
antisense!vector.!!
A! second! RNAi! was! constructed! in! order! to! only! silence! candidate! gene! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=!






lab! at! The! Ohio! University! (See! Fig.! 7! and! 8)! and! sent! to! our! lab! for! analysis.! GmPath21! is! a! good!
candidate! to! direct! specific! pathogenHinduced! expression! in! hairy! root! assays,! as! according! to! its!
differential!GFP!expression!in!soybean!hairy!roots!and!RNA!expression!data!for!its!gene,!it!is!expressed!
weakly!in!roots!and!leaves,!and!is!strongly!induced!by!pathogens.!!!
Each! plasmid! was! first! transformed! in! Agrobacterium( tumefaciens! and! plated! on! LB.! Colonies!




T3! plants! were! inoculated! with! Pseudomonas( syringae! (OD600=! 0.14! ! in! 10! mM! MgCl2)! and! were!
observed!under!a!fluorescent!dissecting!microscope!with!a!GFP!filter!every!hour,!during!the!initial!four!

















Gene!#3! Glyma07g37270.1! Glyma.07G243600.1! Chr07:42336266..42345196!forward!
Gene!#6! Glyma07g37240.3! Glyma.07G243500.3! Chr07:42336266..42345196!forward!!!
!
Candidate!gene!#6!could!not!be!cloned!presumably!because! its! transcript!was!not!present! in!the!RNA!
used!to!make!the!cDNA.!Primers!for!both!candidate!gene!#1!(Glyma07g37240.2=!Glyma.07G243500.2)!
and! #6! (Glyma07g37240.3=! Glyma.07G243500.3)! were! the! same,! as! these! are! variants! of! the! same!
gene,!presumably!different!alleles!based!on!their!nucleotide!alignments!(see!APPENDIX!A).!Apparently,!
the! transcript! corresponding! to! Glyma07g37240.3! was! of! too! low! abundance! relative! to!
Glyma07g37240.2,!to!be!cloned.!!
Candidate!gene!#3!(Glyma07g37270.1=!Glyma.07G243600.1)!was!amplified!by!PCR,!but!the!PCR!product!
could! never! be! cloned! into! the!pBINHT! vector.!Given! the! fact! that! primers! and!buffer! concentrations,!
temperatures! and!Mg! level!were! correct,! there! following! could! be! a! possibility! for! not! achieving! the!
ligation:!
1H Candidate!gene!##3! (Glyma07g37270.1=!Glyma.07G243600.1)! is! toxic! for!E.(coli:! this!might!be!
solved!by!incubating!plates!at!lower!temperature!(25!–!30°C),!or!by!carrying!out!transformation!












Gene!#1! Glyma07g37240.2! Glyma.07G243500.2! Chr07:42331425..42332476!reverse!
Gene!#2! Glyma17g03340.1! Glyma.17G030100.1! Chr17:2210399..2211606!reverse!!!
Gene!#4! Glyma17g03350.1! Glyma.17G030200.1! Chr17:2215796..2216870!reverse!
Gene!#5! Glyma09g04520.1! Glyma.09G040500.1! Chr09:3370431..3371819!forward!
!
As!every!construct!containing!each!of!the!candidate!genes!also!contains!a!gene!resistant!to!kanamycin,!
seeds! were! selected! by! growing! them! on! agar! plates! containing! kanamycin.! Only! plants! that! were!
successfully! transformed!grew!normally! and!were! transplanted,!paying! special! attention! to! transplant!
those!whose!roots!were!fully!growing!inside!the!agar.!This!selection!was!done!during!each!generation,!in!












0,! except! at! 96! hours,! where! the! counting! even! decreased! more! than! transgenic! line! #1!
(Glyma07g37240.2=!Glyma.07G243500.2).!
Bacteria! growth! monitoring! in! plants! transformed! with! PRH10! gene! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=!
Glyma.07G243500.2),! termed! transgenic! line! #1,! suggests! an! enhance! resistance! against! both! the!HR!
and!virulence!strains!of!P.(syringae.! !Transgenic!line!#1!showed!a!reduced!bacterial!count!for!both!the!
virulence! and! HR! strain! at! time! points.! These! results! for! transgenic! line! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=!
23!
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resistance! to! Sclerotinia( sclerotiorum! in!Arabidopsis( thaliana.! ! As! PRH10! has! been! shown! to! enhance!
programmed! cell! death,! the! results! are! not! surprising! since! Sclerotinia( sclerotiorum! is! a! necrotrophic!
fungal!which!means! that! it! infects!and!kills!host! tissue!and!extract!nutrients! from!the!dead!host!cells,!
and!would!benefit!from!enhanced!cell!death,!where!as!P.!syringae!would!not.!
qRTHPCR!
Although! transgenic! plants! were! selected! by! gain! of! kanamycin! resistance,! it! was! also! necessary! to!
confirm!that!the!transgene!was!actually!being!expressed.!To!determine!gene!expression,!we!assayed!the!






as! these! genes! are! normally! only! expressed! under! certain! stress! and! developing! conditions! in! their!
native! host.! Therefore,! at! the! beginning! of! the! study,! tranformants! were! visually! observed! for!
abnormalities.!!The!observations!were!encouraging,!as!no!major!deformations!were!observed!in!any!of!
the! transgenic! lines;! however,! the! transgenic! lines! are! a! little! bit! smaller! compared! to! the! control,!
ColumbiaH0,! while! growing! in! the! kanamycin! agar! plates! during! seed! selection.! Nevertheless,! after!
! 24!
transplanted!to!soil,!the!plants!showed!not!only!the!same!size!as!the!wild!type,!but!were!even!slightly!
bigger! for!most!of! the!plants!of! line!#1! (Glyma07g37240.2=!Glyma.07G243500.2).!Moreover,! some!of!
the! plants! of! line! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=!Glyma.07G243500.2)! showed! not! only! a! greater! quantity! of!
leaves,! but! also! additional! propagation! characteristics.! New! rosettes! appeared! on! the! fluorescent,!
suggesting! a! possible! ‘runner! type’! propagation! similar! to! strawberries;! however,! when! these! ‘aerial!
rosettes´!where! forced! to!be! in! continual! contact!with! soil,!no!new! roots!appeared!by!22!days.!More!
stems!were!also!produced!in!the!plants!with!these!characteristics!(see!Figures!in!APPENDIX!C).!

















during! this! study.! For! this! reason,! candidate! gene! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=! Glyma.07G243500.2)! was!
chosen.!A!fragment!inside!the!coding!sequence!was!amplified!to!clone!into!the!RNAi!vector,!and!to!later!







(Fig.!16).!After!blasting!with!Phytozome!10.2,! it!was! confirmed! that,! in! theory,! three!out!of! six!of! the!
candidate!genes!would!be!knock!down!using!the!fragment!matching!the!consensus!alignment:!candidate!
gene! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=Glyma.07G243500.2),! candidate! gene! #! 3!
(Glyma07g37270.1=Glyma.07G243600.1)! and! candidate! gene! #4!
(Glyma17g03350.1=Glyma.17G030200.1).!Additionally,!other!pathogenesis!related!genes!not!included!in!
this! study! would! be! knocked! out:! Glyma.17G03400.1,! Glyma.17G030300.1,! Glyma.15G145600.1,!
Glyma15G145900.2!and!Glyma.09G040400.1.!!These!(candidate)!genes!are!located!in!chromosomes!17,!
15! and! 9! and! are! also! PRH10! genes! (Fig.! 16! and!APPENDIX!D).!On! the! other! hand,!when! blasting! the!
fragment! belonging! to! CDS! sequence! of! gene! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=! Glyma.07G243500.2),! not! only!
gene! #1! matches! but! also! another! PRH10! gene! located! adjacent,! Glyma.07G243600.1! (Fig.! 17! and!
APPENDIX!D).!
Transformation! vectors! containing! the!RNAi! construct!will! be! shipped! to!Canada! to! the! Laboratory!of!
Daina!Simmonds!(Agriculture!and!AgriFood,!Ontario).!Once!there,!they!will!be!transformed!into!soybean!







Leaves! from! ColumbiaH0! (negative! control),! Arabidopsis( thaliana! transformed! with!
Gmubi::GFP/pCAMBIA1300! (positive! control)! and! Arabidopsis( thaliana! transformed! with!
GmPath21::GFP/pCAMBIA1300! (subject! of! study)! were! inoculated! with! Psuedomonas( syringae! and!
photographed! under! exposure! to! UV! light! every! hour! after! inoculation! until! the! fourth! hour! with! a!
fluorescent! dissecting! microscope! (Fig.! 18,! 19! and! 20).! Results! show! that! soybean! GmPath21! PRH10!
promoter!functioned!in!Arabidopsis!in!a!pathogenHresponsive!manner,!showing!expression!of!GFP!after!




quaternary!veins!and!veinlets! is! so! small! that!even! though!GFP!protein!might!be!present! it! is!hard! to!
visualize,! or! to! nature! of! infiltration! of! liquid! into! an! Arabidopsis! leaf,! such! that!more! bacteria! were!
present!near!veins.!
This! finding! is! very! important! as! GmPath21! promoter! can! be! included! in! the! toolbox! of! available!
promoters!to!use!in!plant!biotechnology,!which!nowadays!is!narrow,!therefore!limiting!the!development!
of! resistant! transgenic! crops.! However,! further! studies! should! be! conducted,! for! instance:! 1)! the!
regulation!of!the!promoter!when!the!plant!is!exposed!to!other!pathogens,!2)!the!expression!of!GFP!by!
this! promoter! in! other! parts! of! the! plants! like! shoots,! stems! and! roots,! 3)! the! expression! of! this!
promoter! together!with!a!PRH10!gene!to!evaluate! the!resistance! to!pathogens!compared!to!what!was!
reported!here!using!a!constitutive!promoter.!An!ideal!situation!would!be!to!find!that!pGmPath21!is!not!
only! rapid! activated! during! a! wide! spectrum! of! pathogens,! but! also! stays! inactive! or! not! expressed!
during!diseaseHfree!conditions.!This!would!be!a!great!advantage!for!candidate!genes!that!might!cause!a!
toxic! effect! for! their! constitutive! expression.! Moreover,! it! is! pending! the! study! of! cisHregulatory!
elements! for! this! promoter! in! order! to! gain! a! better! understanding! of! gene! regulation! and! plant!
signaling! during! biotic! stress! conditions.! ! Additionally,! the! specific! external! factors! that! trigger! the!















Bacterial! growth! monitored! in! transgenic! line! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=Glyma.07G243500.2)! and! #4!!
(Glyma17g03350.1=! Glyma.17G030200.1)! suggest! an! enhance! resistance! against! both! the! HR! and!
virulence!strains!of!Pseudomonas.(syringae!during!the!first!48!hours.!However,!results!suggest!that!PRH
10!is!not!enhancing!resistance!to!Sclerotinia(sclerotiorum!in!Arabidopsis.!
Results! show! that! soybean! GmPath21! PRH10! promoter! functioned! in! Arabidopsis! in! a! pathogenH
responsive!manner,!showing!enhanced!expression!of!GFP!after!the!first!hour!of!inoculation.!!
Phenotypic! findings! transgenic! line! #1! (Glyma07g37240.2=Glyma.07G243500.2):! it! would! be! really!
important! to! study! how! the! candidate! gene! causes! the! phenotypic! differences! (number! of! insertions!
and!place! of! insertion!would! be! a! start! for! the! study).!Moreover,! it!would! be! remarkable! to! conduct!
studies!with! ‘#1’! transgenic! to!determine! if! yield!and!biomass!are!enhanced!compared! to!wild! type! if!
grown!under!the!same!conditions.!
Even! though! in! this! research!only!Pseudomonas( syringae! and!Sclerotinia( sclerotiorum!were! studied,! it!
would!be!of!value!to!challenge!the!transgenics!with!additional!pathogens.!








































#1! ATGGATCCAAAGAAGCACACAGCAGCAA! ATTGTACATCCAAGCAAGAAAAAGCAAGA 
#2! ATGGATCCAAAGAAGCACACAGCAGCAA! ATTGTACATCCAAGCAAGAAAAAGCAAGA!
#3! ATGGATCCAAATCGAACTCTCGCGTTGT! ATTGTACAAGCAACACACGACAAGAAGG 
#4! ATGGATCCCCACACAGCAGCAAACATCT! ATTGTACAGCACACACCACACACAGTGA 
#5! ATGGATCCCTAGAGTGACCCCAGGGCTA! ATTGTACACACTCCACACAAGGCAAGAA 
#6! ATGGATCCATGCAGGCCAGTGCCTTAT! ATTGTACAAAGAAAGCCTTGGTGCTGAG!
!
The! nucleotides! in! red! (AT)! are! added! as! “sticky! ends”.! The! blue! nucleotides! correspond! to! the!















































is! chosen,! the!outcome! for! the!T3! can!be!100%!homozygous! (AA)!which! is! the!desirable! genotype! to!


























hours Result* std error  
Col-0 
HR 
24 2.8887 0.0600 
48 2.6304 0.0476 
96 2.4728 0.2820 
vir 
24 2.5051 0.1288 
48 3.6678 0.1008 
96 5.0391 0.1426 
Gene #1 
HR 
24 2.6064 0.0645 
48 2.3139 0.1628 
96 2.2945 0.2556 
vir 
24 1.8921 0.2226 
48 2.9624 0.0753 
96 4.2527 0.2380 
Gene #4 
HR 
24 2.9479 0.0793 
48 2.6405 0.0993 
96 2.8048 0.2313 
vir 
24 2.5224 0.1134 
48 3.6275 0.1214 








































! ColumbiaH0! Gene!#1! Gene!#4!
! Average*! Std!error! Average*! Std!error! Average*! Std!error!
24!hs! 0.51! 0.02! 0.46! 0.03! 0.62! 0.03!
36!hs! 1.30! 0.04! 1.08! 0.08! 1.31! 0.06!
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Table! B1.! Detailed! information! about! the! lesion! area! measurement! for! ColumbiaH0! infected! with!
Sclerotinia!sclerotiorum.!!(expressed!in!cm2)!
!
!! 24!hs! 36!hs! 48!hs!
colH0!
1Ha! 0.39! 0.29! 1.42! 1.02! 2.04! 1.46!
1Hb! 0.72! 0.56! 1.55! 1.34! 1.9! 1.82!
2Ha! 0.61! 0.41! 1.29! 1.43! 1.76! 2.53!
2Hb! 0.6! 0.54! 1.1! 1.32! 1.79! 1.84!
3Ha! 0.7! 0.45! 1.27! 0.9! 2.11! 1.26!
3Hb! 0.31! 0.14! 1.05! 0.6! 2.02! 1.86!
4Ha! 0.4! 0.49! 1.21! 1.1! 2.68! 2.59!
4Hb! 0.55! 0.77! 1.27! 1.55! 2.12! 2.34!
5Ha! 0.56! 0.42! 1.64! 1.24! 2.35! 2.19!
5Hb! 0.38! 0.46! 1.47! 1.26! 2.25! 2.06!
6Ha! 0.54! 0.45! 1.25! 1.34! 1.88! 1.66!
6Hb! 0.46! 0.37! 1.98! 1.05! 2.35! 1.29!
7Ha! 0.46! 0.53! 1.21! 1.25! 1.52! 1.68!
7Hb! 0.49! 0.57! 1.18! 1.18! 1.64! 1.7!
8Ha! 0.6! 0.62! 1.26! 1.67! 1.94! 2.91!
8Hb! 0.64! 0.65! 1.45! 1.07! 2.75! 2.08!
9Ha! 0.68! 0.47! 1.79! 1.24! 2.23! 2.14!


















1Ha! 0.38! 0.63! 1.31! 1.54! 1.98! 2.49!
1Hb! 0.61! 0.57! 1.74! 1.47! 2.73! 2.9!
2Ha! 0.25! 0.36! 0.446! 0.629! 0.913! 1.45!
2Hb! 0.27! 0.19! 0.554! 0.575! 1.32! 1.32!
3Ha! 0.585! 0.341! 0.78! 0.514! 1.26! 1.15!
3Hb! 0.268! 0.799! 0.684! 0.567! 1.09! 0.925!
4Ha! 0.518! 0.203! 1.52! 0.464! 1.81! 0.825!
4Hb! 0.316! 0.232! 0.854! 0.747! 1.37! 1.6!
5Ha! 0.483! 0.767! 1.04! 1.47! 1.83! 2.07!
5Hb! 0.396! 0.269! 0.924! 1.26! 1.57! 2.32!
6Ha! 0.541! 0.69! 1.77! 1.88! 2.34! 2.81!
6Hb! 0.668! 0.73! 1.61! 1.8! 2.48! 2.37!
7Ha! 0.733! 0.657! 1.25! 1.52! 1.93! 2.1!
7Hb! 0.58! 0.571! 1.16! 1.24! 1.96! 1.82!
8Ha! 0.247! 0.245! 0.946! 0.814! 1.72! 2.2!
8Hb! 0.462! 0.292! 1.1! 0.601! 1.84! 1.5!
9Ha! 0.579! 0.433! 1.7! 0.907! 1.64! 1.26!

















1Ha! 0.494! 0.644! 1.41! 1.75! 2.41! 2.65!
1Hb! 0.622! 0.621! 1.75! 1.3! 2.35! 2.23!
2Ha! 0.779! 0.843! 1.27! 1.25! 2.1! 2.03!
2Hb! 0.822! 0.729! 1.16! 0.829! 1.82! 1.49!
3Ha! 0.384! 0.734! 1.21! 1.85! 2.22! 2.74!
3Hb! 0.401! 0.624! 1.25! 1.73! 2.2! 2.38!
4Ha! 0.608! 0.714! 1.12! 1.05! 1.14! 1.51!
4Hb! 0.818! 0.809! 1.06! 1.2! 1.28! 1.63!
5Ha! 0.573! 0.481! 1.4! 0.711! 2.41! 1.96!
5Hb! 0.683! 0.389! 1.27! 0.735! 2.5! 2.07!
6Ha! 0.519! 0.763! 1.5! 1.54! 2.55! 2.38!
6Hb! 0.702! 0.639! 1.71! 1.69! 2.81! 2.79!
7Ha! 0.55! 0.722! 1.54! 1.74! 2.68! 2.66!
7Hb! 0.693! 0.546! 1.61! 1.45! 2.89! 2.69!
8Ha! 1.03! 0.324! 1.75! 0.781! 2.57! 1.55!
8Hb! 0.327! 0.269! 0.904! 0.466! 2.23! 1.5!
9Ha! 0.807! 0.557! 1.51! 0.861! 2.63! 2.37!





































Figure!D1.!BLAST! results! in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with! the!consensus!sequence! for!
PRH10:!Chr07:42332153..42332333!reverse!
!
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Figure!D2.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr07:42336266..42345196!forward!
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! 82!
!
Figure!D3.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr07:42344335..42344515!forward!
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Figure!D4.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr17:2222144..2223193!reverse!
!
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!
Figure!D5.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr17:2218861..2219884!forward!!
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Figure!D6.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr17:2215796..2216870!reverse!!
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!
Figure!D7.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr15:11992826..11994293!forward!!
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Figure!D8.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr15:12020368..12022159!forward!!
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!
Figure!D9.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!with!the!consensus!sequence!for!
PRH10!location!at!Chr09:3365228..3366567!forward!!
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Figure!D10.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!fragment!belonging!to!the!CDS!
sequence!for!gene!#1,!location!at!Chr07:42331425..42332476!reverse.!
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Figure!D11.!BLAST!results!in!Glycine!Max!Wm82.a2.v1!after!matching!fragment!belonging!to!the!CDS!
sequence!for!gene!#1,!location!at!Chr07:42336266..42345196!forward 
!
